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on the front panel of the radio. Hunter Smith â€” December 11, Chris O. I had never heard of
GTA Car Kits, but I found the website after researching alternatives to get an aux input on an
existing car stereo other than purchasing a new head unit. The Online video was very helpful as
I was able to purchase the required tools before the unit arrived. After installing the kit, I heard a
great deal of static, and then the sound cut out completely. I tried to pushing the cord in further
but it was still wiggly. I then swapped the supplied aux cord out for a spare one I had, and it
worked perfectly. So that was the only complaint I have about the unit is the poor quality aux
cord. No cord is going to make music sound better or worse, but a poorly constructed cord
simply will not work efficiently or last very long. I elected not to use the iPod cord as my wife
and I have Android phones. I tucked the unit itself away between the stereo and glove box. The
directions suggest hiding it behind the stereo, but I could not get the head unit to lock back in
all the way with the GTA kit behind it. Since I only used the aux cord, I elected to use the
quickest method for running the cord which was through the glove box. Other than the cheap
aux cord, this unit worked just as advertised. Scott â€” February 13, This this is awesome!!! The
installation video is great, and because of it, my install went as smooth as possible. I also got
the bluetooth module and when I fired the whole thing up the first time, the phone paired
perfectly. Made a test call before I buttoned everything up â€” perfect. Works great for this
family because not all of us have iPhones, so we can just use bluetooth instead. I love this
product, and this company. Jim from St. After finally getting so frustrated with the FM and
cassette units, I googled other solutions and ran across the GTA units. It seemed like the
perfect solution. I liked that I could keep my factory head unit, and just make use of the external
CD changer port. There were so many good reviews, I decided to give it a try. Shipping was
quick, the printed and YouTube instructions were a big help. Installation was a breeze â€”
exactly like the youtube video showed. I can set the phone in multiple places in the console. I
love being able to use the buttons on my steering wheel or on factory head unit to change
playlists and songs. No more fiddling with the cassette to get better sound. I love it and highly
recommend it. I used FM transmitter in the past. Also signal drift was an issue. The installation
was extremely easy. I was uncomfortable about taking apart the dash, having never done it. The
video gave me the confidence to do it, and it was flawless. Every step of the way. It took longer
to string the cable because of the drilling than it did to pull the radio and install the control unit!
Again, the video was very helpful in terms of how to remove this part of the dash so that I could
run the cables. Overall I got a very good deal. Other kits were available, but they required
another adaptor to fit the Iphone. And that would be extra cost. Your kit was fully stocked with
everything you need â€” really was plug and play. James from USA â€” August 16, I considered
several different kits. The installation took me about twenty minutes start to finish. I used a real
thin flat blade screw driver to pop the paneling off. The videos were incredibly helpful. I use an
old ipod video currently and my Droid X cellphone. The other driver whose car I installed a kit in
uses an iPhone and an iPod classic. On the Camry, I ran the cables up through the flat tray spot
to the left of the shifter. Would and have recommended your kit to people who want to install
ipod or aux ports. I wanted to keep the originality intact on my Camry LE. It only has 35, miles
on it and I simply did not want an aftermarket radio installed. After finding your YourTube video
online, I watched it intently and decided that you must have a great product by all of the positive

reviews that are posted. Like I said, I watched it intently, about 5 times. Very informative. I then
went to your website and placed an order for the unit. Free shipping too! After the order was
placed on December 28, , it arrived at my house on January 3, Bear in mind â€” that included
the Christmas and New Year weekend. Excellent packaging too. Now for the installation. While I
consider myself a can-do person, I had never taken a radio out of a vehicle. To be honest, I was
a little apprehensive about it, but I made the decision to dive into it head first. It went flawlessly.
The radio was exactly as the video described, and connections were easy and effortless. It
worked perfectly. Once again â€” easy and effortless. Looks like it came from the factory. To
say that I am a happy and satisfied customer would be an understatement. FM transmitters
picked up too much noise interference in the Los Angeles area and cassette converters are very
hard to find. Both had degraded sound quality. The installation was very easy: I followed most
of the steps on the video. The installation took about 1 hour, and most time was spent testing
the audio and deciding how best to run and conceal AUX and iPod cables. I already had a
plastic screwdriver-like device to remove the panels, and no other tools were required. I did not
have to remove the stereo or the bolts holding the stereo to the console. I alternate between an
Android phone and a iPhone. The installation is complete reversible if I choose to remove it. It
added an AUX port to my car, which did not already have one. The GTA Car Kit is slightly more
expensive than other competitors, but the kit comes with everything promised â€” the right port
connections and audio cables, comes quickly, and adds iPod control features. Login Remember
me. Lost your password? Please refer to the table below to find detailed comparison between
these two products. Stereo Type. Disclaimer: install at your own risk GTA Car Kits is not
responsible and should not be liable for any damages caused to you or your vehicle during
installation of the kit. If you don't feel comfortable with DIY installation - please contact a car
audio professional in your local area. Scott â€” February 13, This this is awesome!!! The
shipping was very fast â€” got the kit in a few days. We are thrilled with this device. Your
website was informative and well made. Great value. Great product. I highly recommend it. Keep
up the great work, and thanks for having a quality product. Add Your Review. If you have newer
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